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The Economist newspaper uses the " Big Mac Index ": The company has operated in Russia since and at
August had stores across the country. Condiments are supplied in small packets; such a packet of tomato
ketchup is seen in the foreground. Some speculate the seasonality of the McRib adds to its appeal. In both
cases, the individual items are wrapped or boxed as appropriate. The company has also looked to introduce
healthier options, and removed high-fructose corn syrup from hamburger buns. The company has also
removed artificial preservatives from Chicken McNuggets , [52] replacing chicken skin, safflower oil and
citric acid found in Chicken McNuggets with pea starch, rice starch and powdered lemon juice. This local
deviation from the standard menu is a characteristic for which the chain is particularly known, and one which
is employed either to abide by regional food taboos such as the religious prohibition of beef consumption in
India or to make available foods with which the regional market is more familiar such as the sale of McRice in
Indonesia, or Ebi prawn Burger in Singapore and Japan. Restaurants The examples and perspective in this
section deal primarily with the United States and do not represent a worldwide view of the subject. You may
improve this article , discuss the issue on the talk page , or create a new article , as appropriate. The first such
restaurant in Britain opened at Fallowfield , Manchester in It was rolled out for the first time in Australia
during the early months of and expanded to China, Hong Kong, Singapore, Arabia and New Zealand, with
ongoing trials in the US market. In dedicated "Create Your Taste" CYT kiosks, customers could choose all
ingredients including type of bun and meat along with optional extras. A higher price applied. In November ,
Create Your Taste was replaced by a "Signature Crafted Recipes" program designed to be more efficient and
less expensive. McStop is a location targeted at truckers and travelers which may have services found at truck
stops. You can help by adding to it. There are also many kosher branches in Israel. The first PlayPlace with the
familiar crawl-tube design with ball pits and slides was introduced in in the US, with many more being
constructed soon after. The concept store also offering free mobile device charging and table service after 6:
The first store opened in Hong Kong in December The design includes wooden tables, faux-leather chairs,
and muted colors; the red was muted to terracotta, the yellow was shifted to golden for a more "sunny" look,
and olive and sage green were also added. To create a warmer look, the restaurants have less plastic and more
brick and wood, with modern hanging lights to produce a softer glow. Many restaurants now feature free
Wi-Fi and flat-screen TVs. Other upgrades include double drive-thrus, flat roofs instead of the angled red
roofs, and replacing fiber glass with wood. Also, instead of the familiar golden arches, the restaurants now
feature "semi-swooshes" half of a golden arch , similar to the Nike swoosh. Picket lines were formed around
the two stores in Crayford and Cambridge. The strike was supported by the Leader of the Opposition , Jeremy
Corbyn.
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General Through June 30, , the Company was managed as distinct geographic segments, comprised of the U.
The optimal ownership structure for an individual restaurant, trading area or market country is based on a
variety of factors, including the availability of individuals with the entrepreneurial experience and financial
resources, as well as the local legal and regulatory environment in critical areas such as property ownership
and franchising. This business relationship is supported by an agreement that requires adherence to standards
and policies essential to protecting our brand. Having Company-owned restaurants provides Company
personnel with a venue for restaurant operations training experience. The Company believes that ownership of
real estate, combined with the co-investment by franchisees, enables us to achieve restaurant performance
levels that are among the highest in the industry. Franchisees are also responsible for reinvesting capital in
their businesses over time. In addition, to accelerate implementation of certain initiatives, the Company
frequently co-invests with franchisees to fund improvements to their restaurants or their operating systems.
The Company requires franchisees to meet rigorous standards and generally does not work with passive
investors. Under a developmental license arrangement, licensees provide capital for the entire business,
including the real estate interest. The Company does not invest any capital under a developmental license
arrangement. The Company receives a royalty based upon a percent of sales as well as initial fees upon the
opening of a new restaurant or grant of a new license. We use the developmental license ownership structure
in over 70 countries with a total of approximately 5, restaurants. The largest developmental licensee operates
approximately 2, restaurants in 19 countries in Latin America and the Caribbean. The largest of these affiliates
is Japan, where there are nearly 3, restaurants. The Company has established and enforces high quality
standards and product specifications. The Company has quality centers around the world designed to ensure
that its high standards are consistently met. The quality assurance process not only involves ongoing product
reviews, but also on-site supplier visits. In addition, the Company works closely with suppliers to encourage
innovation, assure best practices and drive continuous improvement. Leveraging scale, supply chain
infrastructure and risk management strategies, the Company also collaborates with suppliers toward a goal of
achieving competitive, predictable food and paper costs over the long term. In addition, restaurant personnel
are trained in the proper storage, handling and preparation of products. In addition, the restaurants sell a
variety of other products during limited-time promotions. Marketing and promotional efforts focus on value,
quality, food taste, menu choice, nutrition, convenience and the customer experience. Patents, copyrights and
licenses are of varying durations. The Company competes on the basis of price, convenience, service, menu
variety and product quality in a highly fragmented global restaurant industry. The IEO segment excludes
establishments that primarily serve alcohol and full-service restaurants other than casual dining. Independent
suppliers also conduct research activities that benefit the Company, its franchisees and suppliers collectively
referred to as the "System". Increased focus by U. While we cannot predict the precise nature of these
initiatives, we expect that they may impact our business both directly and indirectly. Also, there is a possibility
that governmental initiatives, or actual or perceived effects of changes in weather patterns, climate, or water
resources could have a direct impact on the operations of the System in ways which we cannot predict at this
time. The Company monitors developments related to environmental matters and plans to respond to
governmental initiatives in a timely and appropriate manner. At this time, the Company has already begun to
undertake its own initiatives relating to preservation of the environment, including the implementation of more
energy efficient equipment and management of energy use and more sustainable sourcing practices in many of
its markets. The Company therefore files periodic reports, proxy statements and other information with the U.
In addition, the SEC maintains an Internet site www. Risk Factors and Cautionary Statement Regarding
Forward-Looking Statements The information in this report includes forward-looking statements about future
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events and circumstances and their effects upon revenues, expenses and business opportunities. Generally
speaking, any statement in this report not based upon historical fact is a forward-looking statement. In
particular, statements regarding our plans, strategies, prospects and expectations regarding our business and
industry are forward-looking statements. They reflect our expectations, are not guarantees of performance and
speak only as of the date of this report. Except as required by law, we do not undertake to update them. Our
expectations or the underlying assumptions may change or not be realized, and you should not rely unduly on
forward-looking statements. Our business results are subject to a variety of risks, including those that are
reflected in the following considerations and factors, as well as elsewhere in our filings with the SEC. If any of
these considerations or risks materialize, our expectations may change and our performance may be adversely
affected. If we do not successfully design and execute our business strategies, we may not be able to increase
revenues or market share. To drive future results, our business strategies must be effective in achieving market
share gains while at the same time delivering operating income growth.
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New life, apart Anias, left, and Jadon McDonald were born conjoined at the head, something only seen in 1
out of every 2. Hide Caption 1 of 24 Photos: Sanjay Gupta in the family waiting area on October 13 as a team
worked to separate Jadon and Anias. Hide Caption 2 of 24 Photos: New life, apart Dr. James Goodrich
Goodrich, left, leads a surgical team as they prepared to separate the twins. New life, apart Hide Caption 4 of
24 Photos: A single cut too deep can lead to catastrophic bleeding. Hide Caption 5 of 24 Photos: Hide Caption
6 of 24 Photos: New life, apart Newly separated twins Anias, left, and Jadon in surgery at the hospital.
Goodrich informed the family of the successful separation at about 3 a. When it was official, the room burst
into spontaneous applause. New life, apart Jadon recovers in the pediatric intensive care unit shortly after the
surgery. New life, apart Anias returns to his room after his head dressing was changed. Hide Caption 9 of 24
Photos: Anias rests in a nearby bed in the same room. New life, apart Anias, left, stares at Jadon for the first
time since the surgery that separated them. Hide Caption 11 of 24 Photos: Anias had to have his skull cap
removed due to infection, but doctors say they are still pleased with his recovery. Hide Caption 12 of 24
Photos: Hide Caption 13 of 24 Photos: Hide Caption 14 of 24 Photos: Hide Caption 15 of 24 Photos: New life,
apart Nicole McDonald holds Anias as his twin brother, Jadon, sleeps in the bed to the left. Hide Caption 16 of
24 Photos: Their older brother, Aza, proudly sits at the front of the wagon. It was mid-December and they
were headed to rehab. Hide Caption 17 of 24 Photos: Hide Caption 18 of 24 Photos: Hide Caption 19 of 24
Photos: New life, apart Jadon eats small snacks and drinks from a sippy cup on his own, major progress since
he first moved to rehab. Hide Caption 20 of 24 Photos: Hide Caption 21 of 24 Photos: New life, apart Nicole
McDonald holds Jadon while looking over discharge information on September 1, as they prepare to leave the
rehab facility and head home as a family for the first time. Hide Caption 22 of 24 Photos: Hide Caption 23 of
24 Photos:
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